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In one of his last published articfes, Frank Talmage undertook to assess the 
extent of independent Bible study-in-the medieval Jewish world. 1 His approach 
was to compare and contrast b'iblical studies· in the Ashkenazic and Sefardic 
orbits, while raising questions -about" some fundamental assumptions of earlier 
research. In his memory, I should like to further clarify the status of the study of 
Scripture in medieval Ashkenaz.2 

Tosafists noted that the widespread practice jr1"their era, of- rabbinic scholars 
spending virtually 'all of their :Study tim'e" on Talmud, conflicted with the dictum 
of R. Joshua b. J:lanina that one' ought to devote equal time to each of the three 
disciplines of miqra (Scripture), mlshnah, and gemara. Rabbeinu Tam defended 
the coqtemporary practice by clai_ming t��� "through our [study of] Talmud, we 
e�empt ourselves."/ Si?ce the tal.m�?i.c.co!])us,contained material from the Bible 
and the Mishnah, focusing on tl)e 'I;'ahpud exclusively would allow the schqlar to 
be exposed to those texts wl)il,; remaiping frrrqly rooted in talmu(!ic_study. 

Rabbeinu Tam's formulation is open to diver,se interpretations. Was Rabbeinu 
Tam making an fdeolo'gical statement about the relative unimportance of biblical 
studies? 0r, was he simply trying to justify the reality that Jess time was being 
spent in Asbkenaz on the'study of Scripture ano· Mishnah than talmudic law 
appe;red to man'c!ater' "Rabbeinu Tarn's own writings in the areas of biblical 
Commentary and giaffimar can be uSed to sllpport either view. His commentary 
on Joli' an& his .work in cfef�nse of Menal)en\ ben · Saruq suggest that Rabbeinu 
Tam was committed to ·itte study of mble as ·a distinct entity.' And yet, ·his 
relatively �eager output in•the realm or billlical commeniary, rende�ed even less 
significant when comparecl t'o the massive contiibbtions of his grandfather Rashi 
and his brother Rashbarn to the systematic interpretation of Scripture,' fosters the 
impression tqat Rabbeinu 'I;'arn did not ?evo�e. much time. to the study of 
Scriptu,re. The _as�essment of.his Span_ish/Proven,al critic, R. Joseph Qiml)i, that 
Rabbeinu 1am, "dicj not make an effort at grarnmar .. ,and did, not occupy himself 
with S9ripture (higgayon) because it i& a virtue and not a virtue (B.T. Bava 
Me�ia< 33b)," may have been ,an.accurate, unbiased evaluation.' 
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Whatever the motivation behind Rabbeinu Tam's statement, the. Tosafot texts 
that cite it confirm that most· e�cou�ters ,_;ith the 'biblical �oqms·in the Tosafist 
academies took place during talipudic study.8 These te�ts �o not, ho�ever, imJllY 
that Ashkenazic talmudists were unfamiliar with 'the Bible, 'Indeed, several 
Ashkenazic sources demonstrate that the biblical text served as a primer for 
young boys who were learning the rudiments of Hebrew reading and 
comprehension. Elementary level tutors also taught the weekly portion as well as 
selected biblical books.' , , 
The involvement of adult non-Tosafists in Bible study is more difficult to 
ascertain. Not every talmudist in medieval Ashkenaz studied with a bona fide 
Tosafist. Indeed, it appears that most did not. Nonetheless, the Tosafists were the 
intellectual models for all rabbinic scholars and students in this region. Their 
battei mitirash set the tone and ,lhe methodology, as well as, the curriculum, for 
the others. 10 The similar inclination of non-Tosafi�ts to stress the study of 
T�lmud at the expense of Bible study is perhaps, reflected• by an ordinance 
promulgated by the Qehillot,Shum (Speyer, .Worms, Mainz) in the 1220s, that 
recommended the study of Scripture .only for one '!'ho was unable to study 
Talmud: 

Every man shall set aside a definite time for, study; if he• is unable to study 
Talmud, he shall read Scriptures, the weekly portiorr. or midrash, according to 
his ability. He who does much and he who does little are alike, provided th;tt 
their intentions are directed t�ward Heaven ... 11 ' 

The plac_e of Bible-study in the Tosafist 'milieu can be evafuated more precisely 
by taking a brief look at the role •of biblical 'studies iri pre-Crusade Ashk<!naz. 
Avraham Grossman has argued that virtually ·all'of the-leading j,re�Crusade 
scholars were •involved with biblical stuaies. Some· taught Scripture to their 
students within the academies.1' Others made extensive use of biblical texts in 
their talmudiF commentaries. 13 A thorough familiarity �ith the Bible ,.;as a 
prerequisite for the writiM• of piyyufim, an importaµt aspect of pre-Crusade 
rabbinic culture. 14 Some scholars, most notably Rabbeinu Gershom, issued 
halakhic rulings that were based principally on bibli�aL verses." While no 
full-fledged biblical commentaries were produced on an entire biblical book or 
sectiotl, the relatively large number of comments on biblical verses, the interest 
in biblical masora� and nosab, as well as the use of Scripture in letters and other 
documents issued by pre-Crusade scholars, further attest to the prominent role 
that biblical studies apparently played in the curriculum of pre-Crusade 
Ashkenaz. 16 

Many of the extant biblical comments 'were made on verses outside of the 
Pentateuch or verses that were never cited or discussed by the talmudic text. This 
supports the notion that comments on verses were not made merely in the course 

of talmudic lectures, when a particular verse was citect by the talmudic text, but 
that there were separate lectures devoted to the biblical text itself. 17 Indeed, R. 
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Jacob b. Yaqar was referred to as a "teacher of Talmud and Scripture." The 
comments on the biblical text made by pre-Crusade scholars were often devoted 
to the explication of difficult words and phrases within the verse, adumbrating 
the methodologies of Rashi, R. Joseph Kara, and Rashbam.18 

Two types of biblical commentaries were produced in Ashkenaz during the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The first, consisted .of the so-called Tosafist 
commentaries to the Torah {peirushej Ba<alei ha:Tosafot <al ha-Torah). These 
commentaries contain biblical interpretations that were attributed in many 
instances to leading Tosafists .. "Fhe largely an,onymous authors or copyists often 
indicated that they heard an explpnation- from "my teacher" or from a particular 
scholar, implying some sort of classroom setting. 19 

Tosafist commentaries to the Torah took different forms. There were collections 
that simply reformulated or COP.i�d _s_JJggested s,:riptural interpretations on verses 
that were cited in the talmudic text, many of which are, to be found in Tosafot to 
the Talmud, anct" organized' them according to the order,. of the Pentateuch. 20 
Another style of Tosafist y0mm�ntary consiste� of dialectical or critiqal ,analy�es 
of Rashi's commentary to \h�. P_!'nl/lteuch and, by extension, dialectical analysis 
of the biblical text, itself. Th�se a9'\lyses were essep!ially applications of Tosafist 
talmudic methodology 15> bib�ical-or R,ashl texts.21 The standard literary styles 
used by the talmudic Josafo\ �o introduce a, question (e.g., >im tomar, teimah) 
and answer it (yesh lo"'flr, nir>eh lomar, yesh >omerim) are found frequently in 
the Tosafist biblical commentaries. It is likely that many of these verses, together 
with Rashi's commentary, were discussed in the course of talmudic study. On the 
other hand, Tosafist-commentaries also offered interpretations of verses in the 
Pentateuch that are not cited within talmudic literature.22 Moreover, many of the 
works commented on- almost ,every .• verse in a number of portions of the 
Pentateuch. This format indicates that the biblical text its�lf was the object of 
stud�. JI appears that the, 'fosafists: and their students, pe,haps following the 
recommendation of the :>amora Rav Yosef, reyiewed or discussed, formally or 
informally, the ,weekly Torah portion.:' •R. •Meshullam of Melun wrote to 
Rabbeinu Tam concerning a contradiction between verses raised by a student 
"when we were studying the portion [of.Me,ora<]."24 

It i� temptin_g,to_point to the.form of .Tosafist commentaries on the Torah just 
described as evidence that Tosafists also lectured on and interpreted bi)llical texts 
within their batt�i midrash, thus continuing the activities of their' pre-Crusade 
predec.essors._ Such, an ass�s�m�nt, howe,yer, would be misleading. Study of the 
weekly Torah p01:tion, even,if_it,tqok the form of a distinct lecture or academic 
session,.-employed ll)e, s�me dial'<Ctical method and conxentions used for 
talmudic st�dies, These discqssiqns o, lectures did not include comprehensive: 
intricate methods of literary pr grammatical analysis. Biblical interpretation was 
no1i considered to- be,,independ�nt from talmudic interpretation. When the 
contradiction, referred to above, was raised in R. Meshullam's study hall, .the 
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resolution was offered on the basis of a talmudic passage. Since the solution had 
possible halakhic implications", R. Meshullam hastened to add that ''this is what 
we answered amongst ourselves·(bein yeshivoteinu) but.we did not intend with 
this to offer a practical legal· suggestion." 

The presence of Rashi' s commentary in these discussions did not alter their basic 
nature. A talmudist,, with little interest in peshaf exege�is, could feel quite 
comfortable using .Rashi' s commentary., There is no aouot that the students •of 
Rashi and their students made use of Rashi's commentary, ·to the Torah even 
before it was ruled-to be an acceptable substituie •for the Aramaic Targum ln 
reviewing the weekly portion.;"' While RashCs commeniary served as ·an 
important reference point for students of peshaf in northern'France, it was at the 
same time an excellent compendium of rabbinic and midrashic material. 26 

The other type of biblical commentary produced ih t!orthern France during the 
Tosafist period consisted of 11\e works of the pashfanim of northern France such 
as Kara, Rashbam, Bekhor Shor and Eliezer of Beaugency: These' scholars 
commented extensi\lely on biblical books that were· not part" of the Pentateuch, 
including books which had 'little talmudic or halakhic relevance.27 Included in 
ihis enterprise too were an intensive study of biblical grammar and syntax, the 
identification of literary devices found in Scripture, an unders\l\Jlding of biblical 
forms and style based on natw'al phenomena, ;ah appreciation' of the authors of 
various i1iblical books and their aims in writing1hem and ari•e'ffort to establish 
the correct text. 

There are, however, several factors which suggest that this circle had little 
impact upon the curricula of"'fosafist battei midrash or academies. The number 
of peshaf exegetes known to us is tiny and. almosLall of them stemmed from 
two families. The lifetime of thi� circle was less than one hundred years, and 
its presence was limited to northern France. The first generation of northern 
French pashfanim had studied ,in pre-Crusade Germany: In the .pre-Crusade 
period, as has been noted, scholars wished to understand difficult words in the 
biblical text as well as the "simple" meaning- of biblical verses. 
Straightforward, non-midrashic,interpretations of verses ari..io be found even in 
comments of thirteenth-century Tosafists. Yet, the search for peshaf was 
undertaken systematically only by a handful of scholars in twelfth-century 
northern France. 

MenaJ.,em Banitt has maintained that thirteenth-century Old French glosses to the 
biblical text and vernacular glosses to Rashi' s commentary are evidence for the 
existence of a c'ontinuous vernacular translation of Scripture in both France and 
Germany. The groups of teachers that used these translations to teach the weekly 
Torah and haft.arah portions in a rudimentary fashion to non-scholars were 
called poterim. An individual who taught Scripture at this basic level was called 
a qara or a naqdan. 28 

... 
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Elazar Touitou, building on the conclusion of Moshe Ahrend that qara (in the 
case of R. Joseph Kara) was a title akin• to "professor of Bible,"29 and on the 
suggestions of Banitt, has claimed that there was a cadre of Bible teachers in 
Ashkenaz who taught peshaf i�terpretation of Scripture on an advanced level.30 

Touftou's textual proofs for the exjstence of these ''ba<alei Mi(Jra" are a passage 
from Rashi's biblical commentary," which Tduitou himself noted is nothing 
more than a paraphrase' of• a talm�dic fprmu!ation, and an exegetical passage • 
from R. Avraharn'o. 'Azriel's <Arugqt ha-bosem.32 R'. Avraharn b. Azriel was a 
dedicated student of R. Eleazar (Roqea(:i)'ben Judah of Worms and the German 
Pietists who, as we shall see,. were more interested in biblical studies than 
Ashkenazic society as a.whole. 

The weakness of these proofs aside, teachers of peshaf did undoubtedly 
teach and discuss their interpretations' and 'methodologies with groups of 
students. 33 There is no evillence, h6wever, that' these lectures were connected 
in· any way to the Tosafist academies. At''most, some of those present may 
have been Tosafists. Indeed, among' the known pashfanim, only' Rashbarn 
and Bekhor Shor were important Talmudists.34 R. Joseph Kara studied in 
Worms, as well' as in· Mainz, and later ifi Troyes: He was 'involved in the 
transmission of talmudic interpretations Irom Gertnany to France." But it 
appears' that he was pre6ccupied in both regions with the study of Scripture, 
as his title implies. • ·, ' 

The biblical commentaries of the circle of pashfanim certainly do not reflect the 
normal give and. take of 'the Tosafist academies. cThe'y are• referred to and 
structured as•the products of individual authors. Even the addenda or responses 
of R. Joseph Kiara.and Rashbarn to the comments of Rash! are essentially literary 
and do not ne_cessarily reflect classroom discussion. 36 

The strong disclaimers that Rashbarn made in regard to the relationship between 
his own peshat commentary to . the Pentateuch and the methods of scriptural 
interpretation employed by the Oral Law highlight the difficulties that a 
talmudist would encountef'1f he .became involved in peshaf exegesis. Indeed, 
Rashbarn noted that.most rabbinic scholars did not deal systematically ·with 
Miqra because of falmudic dicta such as, "ha-<oseq ba-Miqra middah ve->einah 
middah."31 R,·Joseph Kara called attention to the fact thatba<alei >aggadah and 
ba<alei Talmud-would not suffer (his) inlerpretations that ran counter to rabbinic 
exegesis.38 , . \,1 

The commentaries of R. Joseph Bekhor Shor were cited with great frequency by 
Tosafi�t comm�ntarie�.,especi!llly S1,Jer ha-Gan. Bekhor Sher's commentaries, 
however, are replete, with midrashic and talmudic interpretations and analyses. 
They contain passages introduced by >im--tov,arlyesh lomar,.in the style of the 
Tosafist commentaries, as well as interpretations using gemafria,39 R. Joseph's 
works convey the impression that he was keenly interested in 'various'aspects of 
rabbinic bibliclil'interpretatiorl' ana no� only in peshaf. Generally, the pashfanim 
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who are cited irr ,the so-called Tosafist commentaries at,pear as -additional 
resources, not as methodological models.40 

Recent research has examined the possible role that, Christian polemics, as well 
as co�temporacy Christian bibltca� exegesis, had in the ,devl'loprpent of peshat 
exegesis.41 Tosafist masters ,produced hardly any polemical literature.42 In 
additlon to the issues. outlined· above, the cauti\)US siaµce' to�wd polemi!(s taken 
by the '.fosafists maY, partially ex_plain the lack of significant interest on their part 
in d�veloping and emp/oying W�ha! methodol9gy. 43 

Ephraim Urbach has noted the existence of biblical:comments by ;,,ore than 
twenty Tosafists. Most of these comments were related to legal"issties and were 
probably made in the course of talmu.dic lectures. A!Jnost,all were comments on 
th.e Penta\euch.44 R. Isaac b. Asher (Riha), wh9 -COffil\l�nted on a verse in 
Ezekiel, studied, in the pre-Crusade period.45 R, Samuel he-J:lasid, ;who 
CO!lllllented extensively on the Book of Chronicles, was p,µt of the exceptional 
German· Pietists whose unusual approach to. bi,blical studies ,\\'ill be discussed 
shortly.46 Collllilenis that revolved around grammatical issue& were invimably 
the P,roquct of earjy, Tosafists who sfudied in pre;Grusade Germany.47 There is 
also a signific'lllt corre\ation between F{ench Tos�fists »:'10, commented on or 
wrote piyyufim !\lld those who authored peshaf ,qmm_entaries. The disappearance 
of piyyuf composition and commentary in northern 'France coincides with the last 
of the pashfanim.48 

The comments of R. Eliezer b. Joel ha-Levi (Rabiah) that•have survived consist 
entirely of .g�mafria methodology or analyses pf Rashi's ,commentary.49 R. 
Moses of Couey appears to have commented extensive!)/. on the Pentateuch itself. 
His affinity to the German Pietists and his role as a darshan may explain his 
unique contribution. so 

On the whole, ,the Tosafists believed that there was n<l room for distinct sessions 
devoted to Bible study within the academy·curriculum. Those verses that were 
cited by talmudic sugyot, or that were contained in th'e' weekly portion, were 
subject to Tosafist analysis. Even the analysis of verses ht the latter category, 
however, was related to talmudic studies. The involvement of the- Tosafists in 
independent Bible study was far more limited than that of their predecessors in 
the pre-Crusade period. Only the small,circle of pashfanim inherited the earlier 
tendencies with regard to biblical studies and elaborated upon them. Profiat 
Duran (d. ca. 1414) wrote: 

In this period, I note that Jewish scholars, even the greatest among'them, show 
great disdain for biblical studies. It is enough for them to read the weekly portion 
shenayim miqra ve--:Je/;rad targum and still it is possible,that if you ask them 
about a particular verse, they will not know where it is. They consider one who 
spends time doing biblical studies a fool bec.ause the Talmud is our mainstay. 
This disease is as rampant in France and Germany in our generation as it was in 
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the preceding period. But in earlier generations it was not so. We see the glory of 
the Talmudists uplifted by ... the great Rashi who delved into the meaning of 
Scripture (hecemiq ba-havanat �a-Miqra) and wrote beautiful commentaries on 
it, including wonderful formulations about grammar and syntax. 5 1  

Duran may have been exhibiting a degree of Sefardic bias in failing to mention 
any of the commentaries of the northern French pashfanim. Perhaps the small 
number and scope of these commentaries did not impress Duran. As their 
commentaries and halakhic ,works indicate, Tosafists did know the content of the 
Bible, its talmudic interpretation, and the commentaries of Rashi quite well. But 
the claim of Duran; that Ashkenazic scholars (from the twelfth century onward) 
subscrtbed to the notion that "ha-Talmud hu ha-'iqqar" and did not 
systematically study the Bible, other than in their review of the portion of the 
week, was essentially accurate.52 

There was one other small group within medieval Ashkenaz, the German 
Pietists, who recognized the importance of independent Bible study. They too 
were inspired by the values and teachers of the pre-Crusade pertod. At the same 
time, their wrttings show conclusively that Ashkenazic society in the twelfth and 
thirteenth centurtes generally followed the Tosafist model with regard to the 
study of Scrtpture. 

The German Pietists' sharp critique of the impact that Tosafist dialectic was 
having on talmudic studies in Ashkenaz has been thorougl)jy documented and 
analyzed." The Pietists were also deeply concerned about the place of Bible 
study in Ashkenaz and here too' they wished to' correct prevailing practices. Their 
crttique in this area was multi-faceted. First, they insisted that biblical studies 
must be given a rriuch higher prtortty by accomplished scholars in Ashkenaz. A 
striking version of this critique is found·in a comment of R. Eleazar of Worms on 
the pietistic leilmotif, Torat ha-Shem temimah (Ps 19:8). 

R. Eleazar wrote that a penetrating scholar (navon ha-maski[) must be familiar 
with the entire bib1ical corpus for several ,reasons. Numerous commandments 
were derived from or explained in the prqphetic works. Moreover, knowledge of 
Scrtpture (and the Aramaic Targum) would allow the scholar to unlock "the 
secret of the Hebrew language ... which in turn would yield the essence of life and 
the secret of the Torah." A scholar must have at least a passing familiarity with 
Scripture. If he does not, he will not know where verses which the Talmud cites 
come from and whether the Talmud is interpreting them simply or in midrashic 
fashion. Is the verse being used as a source of law or merely as secondary 
vertfication? '".l'hus the.Torah is f,µthful to the, Talmud; it makes the fool wise."54 

Several other pietistic texts. also, proclaime,d ,the importance of being able to 
demonstrate "how the Talmud (= Oral Law) is derived from the Torah."55 

This aspect-of the Pietists' crttique in regard to biblical studies was undoubtedly 
motivated by on6 of the major concerns that fueled their crttique of talmudic 
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dialectics. The Pietists advocated a return to the pre-Crusade method-of talmudic 
study. That study stressed the importance of replicating substantive halakhic 
traditions in straightforward fashion, without recourse to the expanded 
conclusions that dialectic might yield. Similarly, they stressed the importance'of 
�ible study as a critical link in the halakhic process, as,it had been viewed in the 
pre-Crusade period.56 

Of·course, as the comment of R. Eleazar of Worms to Ps 19:8 suggests, biblical 
studies also had a significant role to play in the transmission of esoteric 
teachings. Use of the Bible as a source for both the·ethical and esoteric teachings 
of the German Pietists is commonplace throughout Sefer ifasidim and the entire 
corpus of pietistic literature.57 Numerous passages within.the so-called Ba<a/ei 
ha-Tosafot <al ha-Torah commentaries, as well as the biblical commentaries 
attributed to Eleazar of Worms, contain mystical, midrashic, and even sensus 
littera/is interpretations produced by the German Pietists. 58 

As part of their larger concern for the spiritual well-being_ and development of 
the non-scholar, Sefer ifasidim. �nd Sefer Roqea/i also recommended the study of 
Bible as an appropriate pursuit for older youths and adults who could not-master 
the study of the Talmud.59 Moreover, Sefer ifasidim suggested that the earliest 
stages of the educational process in Ashkenaz, the elementary study of Scripture 
and even. the teaching of reading, should also be viewed as opportunities for 
moral instruction and for encouraging religious piety, not only in potential 
pietists, but in the average Jewish child as well.60 

It is difficult to gauge whether the demands of the German Pietists concerning 
Bible study !)ad an impact on contemporary Ashkenazic spciety. As with the 
pashfanim, the small number of Pietists and the absence of any fundamental 
change in the nature of biblical study in thirteenth-century Ashkenaz suggest that 
the impact was slight.61 Independent Bible study .was advocated in medieval 
Ashkenaz only by small, unrelated groups of scholars and religious leaders who 
took their cue from rabbinic scholarship of the pre-Crusade period. Twelfth- and 
thirteenth-century Ashkenazic Jewry as a whole, however, apparently followed 
the lead of the Tosafists for whom.the Talmud constituted the basis of all their 
intellectual endeavors. 

NOTES 
I. Frank Talmage, "Keep Your Sons from Scripture: The Bible in Medieval Jewish 

Scholarship and Spirituality," in Understanding Scripture: Explorations of Jewish and 
Christian Traditions of Interpretation, ed. Clemens Thoma. and Michael Wyschogrod 
(New York, 1989), 81-101. 
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published by Mordechai Breuer in Mikhtam le•David: Sefer zikhron ha·Rav David >Oqs 
[Ochs], ed. Yitschak Gilat and Eliezer Stem (Ramat Gan, 1978), 242-64. 
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1 :59. R:J:!ayyim Yosef David Azulai [!:Iida], Shem ha:gedolim (Warsaw: 1876), 1 16, 
attributed this statement to Rabbeinu Tam: "I wi)I engage in interpretation of the Talmud, 
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7. Joseph Qiml:;ii, SefeT' ha-Galui, ed. H. J. Mathews (Berlin, 1887; repr. Jerusalem, 
1966/67.), 2. 

8. Tosafot QiddushinfcAvodah Zarah (above, n. 3) cited app�vingly the accommodation of 
R. Amram Gaon [ which was in vogue in Spain; see >01ar ha-Ge>onim, Qiddushin 
(Teshuvot), 82] that one's obligation to 'study Scripture, Mishnah, and Talmud each day 
could be discharged by reciting passages from each of these disciplines as part of the 
morning prayer service . •  Rabbeinu Tam's assertion that the study Of the Babylonian 
Talmud subsumed the necessary study of Scripture had already been expressed by R . 

. Natronai Gaon. See Teshuvot ha-Ge>onim, ed. Jacob Mussafia (Lyck, 1864), #9; 
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supporting Tosafot fonnulatlons. Cf. Uiddushei Talf11idei Rabbeinu.fonah caJ Massekhet 
cAvodah ?.arah, ed. H. Zarkowski (New York, 1955), 25, and R_. Hayy"im b. Bezalel, cE, 
ha-fiayyim (below, n. 61). Some contemporary Spanish and Proveq�al halakhists also 
sought to limii the amount of time that a mature Sch Olar .s�nt on fonn� Bible study. See 
the view of R. Meir ha-Levi Abul�a (Ramah) ,cited iq ..R.. Yerul,l.am b. ,Meshullam, 
Toledot >A_dam ve-!Jayvah (V�nice, 1553), 16b. According tq Ramah, the increasingly 
limited intellectual capacity �f scholars dictated that biblical studies should be 
unde�en only in one's )'..?UJh. The major preoc_cµ_{)ation of one's subsequent academic 
career, however, must be the study of Talmud. ,(Berpard Septimus, Hispano-Jewish 
Culture in Transition [Cambridge, Mass., 1982], 127, n. 106, raises the possibility that 
this fonnulation·belongs to (the, Tps�fi�t)�R. Meir:·of R,o!henbqrg rath7r than to Ramah.) 
See also R. Mei(•,b. Shimcon ha-MeCiJi, of N�bonne, Sefer ha-Me>o/ot� (Massekhet 
Berakhot), ed. M. Y. Blau (New York, \966), ,94. Yorn Tov hen Abraham al-Ishbili, 
Hiddushei ha-Ritba, ca[ Massfkhet cAvodah ?.arah, , 19b, citing one,of his teachers, also 
�t;µntained that biblical studies should be �undert{Lk:eo thoroughly o�y at the beginning of 
one's. career. This fonnulatign, hqwevei;, bears some resemblance:- to a passage in 
Maimonides' Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Talmud Torah, 1 .12, which was directed toward 
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the scholar who has fully mastered biblical literature and had no need for constant 
review. rl 

9. See Shlomo Eidelberg, ed., TesHuvot Rabbeinu Gershom -Me)or ha-Golah (New York, 
1955), #71 ,  p. 166; the responsum of Ri, cited in Isaac ben Moses of Vienna,,Se/er >Or 
wrua< (Zhitomir, 1862), Pisqei Bava Merji.f,, sec. 242 (= Teshuvot Maharam 
mi-Rofenburg [Prague], ed. M. A. Block [Budapest, 1895], #477);.-Isaac ben Moses, ,or 

zarua<, vol. I, Hilkhot Qeriat Sberna<, sec:- 12; and Menahem Banitt. •"L'6tude des 
glossaires bibliques des Juifs en France au moyen §.ge: M6thode et application;' 
Proceedings of the Israel Academy of Sciences and-Humanities 2(1967): 195. R. Eleazar 
b. Judah of Worms, Sefer Roqea(z (Jerusalem, 1970), 1 1, traced the stages of the 
educational process: "First the child should be taught to recognize the letters, then to 
form words with them, then tbe verse, then the ,parashah, then Mishnah, then Talmud." 
This appears to be a depiction of the common practice, 'i:o which R;. Eleazar then 
app�nded a warning U,.at each child should be educated according ,to his own procJivities. 
See below, n. 60. See also P1e discussio,n regarding Sefer fluqqe( ha-Torah in my Jewish 
Education and Soci,ety in the High Middle Ages (Detroi!, 19J2), 101-05. Cf. Breuer, 
'"Mtncu beneikhem min ha -higgayon,"' 249-50. No conclusions with regard to 
elementary education can be drawn from the formulation of Rabbeinu Tam. As a passage 
in the ethical will of R. Judah b. ha-Rosh (see Beit ha-Talmud 4[1885]: 344) indicates, 
the younger students in Ashkenaz who were taught the biblical text were not exposed to 
grammatical or exegetical anjtlysis. Cf. the critiques of Profiat Duran and Abraham lbn 
Ezra, below, nn. 51 ,  54. 

IO. Haym Soloveitchik, ''Three Themes in the Sefer l;lasi1im," AJS Review 1(1976): 347. 
1 1 . See Louis Finkelstein, Jewish Self-Government in the Middle Ages (New York, 1964), 

231. The ordinance was attribl.lted incorrectly to R. Tam ·�y Siml)ah Assaf, in his 
Meqorot le-toledot ha-bfnnukh be-Yisra)e/, 4 vols. (Tel Aviv, l 925-42), I :4. 

12. Avraham Grossman, flakhmei )Ashkenaz ha-rishonim (Jeru&alem, 1981), 419-20. See 
also Israel Ta -Shma, "Halakhah, minhag, u-masoret be-Yahadut )Ashkenaz ba-me)ot 
ha-I 1-12," Sidra 3(1987): 122. 

13. Grossman, l:fakhmei >Ashkenaz, 64-66, 74, 226, 250, 353. 
14. Ibid., 96. Familiarily with midrashic literatur:e was also required. See Abraham b. Azriel, 

cArugat ha-bosem, �d. Ephraim Ufbach, vol. 4 (Jerusalem, 1963), 167-76. 
15. Grossman, l:fakhmei >Ashkenaz, 154-57, 187, 430-32. Cf. pp. 342, 396. See also A. 

Grossman, "Haggirat Yehudim )el Gennanyah ve-hityashvutam bah ba-me)ot 9-1 1 ," in 
Haggirah ve-hityashvut be-Yisra)e/ u-va-cammim, ed. Avigdor Shinan (Jerusalem, 
1982), 1 12, n. 9. This type of usage was curtailed by the mid-eleventh century. 

16. Grossman, flakhmei :,Ashkenaz, 62-63, 158-61, 419. 
17. Grossman, flakhmei )Ashkenaz, 289, 226, 240, 249-50, 412. Cf. David Berger's review 

in Tarbi, 53(1983-84): 484, n. J. 
18. See Grossman, "Ha- Polmos ha-Yehudi/No�eri ve-ha-parshanut ha -Yehudit la-Miqra 

be-�arefat ba-me>ah ha-12," Zion 51(1986): 60. According to Grossman ((fakhmei 
)Ashkenaz, 420), the peShaf methodology of Rashi was not his creation but rather the 
development of an· approach that he learned from his teacher R. Jacob b. Yaqar. 

19. For a description of the so-called Tosafist commentaries to the Torah, see Poznanski, 
"Mavo," 92-1 19. A comprehensive listing of published sources as well as manuscripts 
was compiled by Jacob Gellis in Tosafot ha-shalem, vol. 1 (Jerusalem, 1982), 1 1-38. I. S. 
Lange, "Peirush BacaJei ha-Tosafot ca) ha-Torah-MS. Paris 48," cAfei sefer 5(1978): 
73-74, has noted that a comprehensive study of the content, style and historical and 
cultural development of the Tosafist commentaries is still a desideratum. 

20. An example of this type is the commentary published by Shraga Abramson under the title 
Baca/ei Tosafot cal ha-Torah (Jerusalem, 1974). See also Abramson's introduction, pp. 
7-1 I. 
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21. See Poznansld,-"Mavo,1•·92-93; Greenberg, "Parshanei Sarefat," 702 [repr. (above, n. 6), 
78-79]; and cf. Elazar Touitou, "<AI gilgulei ha-nosal], shel Peirush Rashi la-Torah," 
Tarbi1, 56(1986-87): 238-41. When,pashfanim were cited in the Tosafist commentaries, 
they were simply incorporated into the flow of the text. See below, n. 40. 

22. The verses in the early part of Genesis, many of which are not analyzed in talmudic 
literature, are particularly fruitful for�the exegete interested in remez and gemafria. These 
methodologies are often associated wirh: the German Pietists. Many of their comments 
appear in Tosafist commentaries; indeed, some are occasionally attributed to Tosafists. 
See Joseph Dan, Torat ha-sod shel f{asidut 'Ashkenaz (Jerusaleffi, 1968), 65-70, 220-21; 
J. N. Epstein, "L'auteur du commentaire des Chroniques," Revue des itudes juives 58 
(1909): 196-97; and Urbach in Abraham b. Azrlel, <Arugat ha-bosem, 4:1 10, 152-54; 
and below, n. 58. 

' · 
23. See Tosafot Ber�ot.8b, s.V.' "R. Yose;" Tosfot Rabbenu Yehudah Sir1e'on, ed. Nisan 

Zaqs (Jerusalem, 1969), 90 s.v. "yashlim;"' Isaac ben Moses, Or :wrua< 1 :12 (p. 22); 
"Haggahot Maimoniyyot,'; to Maitnollides, Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Tefillah, 13:25 
[300]; and Shibbolei ha-leqef, [above, n. 8], sec. 75. 

24. Sefer ha-Yashar le-Rabbeinu Tam (Responsa),.. ed. Sheraga Rosenthal (Berlin, 1898), 
#47: l .  (On the impliCations of this source for the.lamer conflict between R. Tam and R. 
Meshullam, see Urbach1 Bii<'alei hp-Tosafot, 1:71-82.) R. Eleazar of Worms may also 
have referred io this_ typ� of weekly 'iCCture; ,see A .. M. 1-Jabermann, ed., Gezeirot 
'Ashkenaz ve-Sarefat (Jerusalem, 1945), 164. see a1so Peirushei ha-Torah le-R. Yehudah 
he-(lasid, ed. I. �- Lange (Jerusai�m •• 1975), and Solomon Schechter, "Notes on a 
Hebrew CommentaJ")' to the' Pentateuch in 'a Rarm.a ManuScript," in Semitic Studies in 
Memory of Alexander Koh'ut, ed. "Ge9rge A]exapder K.ohu;.(Berlin, l 897), 486. 

25. See Sefer Mi,vot gadol, [abQve, n. 3], fol. 103b, <aseh 19 (end), and cf. Peirush R. 
'Asher b. Y�/;Jf>el <al Mas,sekhet 1Jerakhot, 1:8. 

26. See, e.g., ,Nehama Lei�owitz, </yyuni!Jl }ladashim be-Sefer Shemot (Jerusalem, 1970), 
497-524; Sarah Kamin, Rflsf1i- Peshufo s�el Miqra ,U·"Jidrasho shel Miqra (Jerusalem, 
1986), 263-72; and Moshe A!Jrend, "Peirush Rashbam l e ->Iyyov?" <A/ei sefer 5(1978): 
46-47. There is a degree of correlation and conSisi�ncy between Rashi's biblical and 
talmudic comm_entaries

1

• s(e ·El�ar Toqitou,��"c Al' ��qer parshanuto shel Rashi l a -Miqra," 
Tarbii 52(1982-83): 360-63, which is a �v!ew of Yoel Florsheim, Rashi /a-Miqra 
be-feirusho la:Talmud. 

27. The Book of Job, for example, merite,;1 )lalf a dozen commentaries by northern French 
pashfanim. See Moshe Sokolow, "Ahrend's •Yoseph Qara' on Job," Jewish Quarterly 
Review 72(1981): 153-55. Qn north,e(1' french�commentaries to Proverbs, see Frank 
1-;almagf, "Mi-kitvei R. :,Avigdor Q<\l"a ve-ij.. M,�n.al].em �halem," in Hagut u-ma<aseh: 
Sefer :zikka,ron le-Shim<on RavidpviJ [Raw).dowicz] bi-melot <esrim va-/;Jamesh shanim 
le-moto, ed. Avpiliam Gre.�n]?a_um, }\.lfred Ivry (TeJ-Aviv, 1983), 50, n. 12. On the works 
of Menal}em bar I:Ielbo_. see Po�n<JP.ski, "Pitronei R. Menal}em bar ijelbo le-Khitvei 
ha-;Qodesh," in 8,_efer ha -yoyel)i-khvod Nafmm Soqolov (Warsaw, 1904), 389-439. On 
Joseph�Kara's works, see :rrioshe Ahrend, Le·Cornmentaire sur Job de R. Yosiph Qara 
(Hilqesheim, 1978), 180-84.:.. Rashbam authorf¥1 copllllentaries on a numl;,er of biblical 
books outside the Pentate,µch, .although th� attribution to him of certain French 
commentaries is QUFStionable. See Sarqqel ben Meir, The Commentary of Samuel hen 
Meir Rashbam on Qok<leth, ed. and� trans. Sara Japhet and R. B. Salters (Jerusalem, 
1985), 14-31. 

28. See Banitt, "L'6tude des glossaires bibliques," 188-210, and Banitt, ''Les Poterlm," 
Revue des ttudes juives 1-25(1966): 21-33. 

29. Ahrend, Le Commentaire sur Job de R. Yoseph Qara, 2-3. 
30. E1azar Touitou, "Shitato ha!parsfianit shel Rashbam <al reqa< ha-me�Put ha -historit shel 
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zemanno," in C/yyunim be-sifrut ljcq.al, �a-Miqra u-ve-fole4ot Yisra::ie[ ,vuqdash le-Prof 
<Ezra $iyyon Melammed, ed, Y. D. Gilat, Ch. Levin�, Z. M. Rp.bino�itz (Ramat Gan, 
198,2), 60; idem, "<Al gilgulei ha-nosai) shel Peirush Rashi," [above, n, 21], 2(6. See also 
Moshe Ahrend's Jntroduction to Peirush R. Yosef Qara ,le-'lyyav (Jerusalem, 1988), 
26-27, n. 25. 

31. Rashi to Sgs 7:13, s.v. "nir'eh :,im part,ah ha-gefen (= Jlidah �osenthal, ed., "Peirush 
Ra5hi <al Shir ha-Shirim," in Samuel K. Mirsky Jubilee v;t�me, ed. Simon Bernstein and 
Gershon A. Churgin [New York, 1958], 182). 

32. Abraham b. Azriel, cArugat ha-bosem, ed. Urbach, 3:289, and n1 1 i Cf. E1 Touitqu, "<Al 
l)eqer pars9anuto,sheL Rash! la-1\iiqra," 367.; idem, "<�L.\,l.eqer parshanut ha-Miqra 
ha-Yehudit-�arfatit," Tarbit. 51(1981-82): 5f5 (a review-of Ahrend's Le Commentaire 
sur Job de R. Yostph Qara); and Banitt, ''The La<azim of Rashi and of 1he French 
Biblical Glossaries," in The Dark Ages: Jews in Christian Europe, 711-1096, ed. Cecil 
Roth, World History of the Jewish People, series 2, vol. 2 (Tel-Aviv, 1966), 29f-96. See 
also I. A. Agus, "The Languages Spoken by Ashkenazic Jews in the High Middle Ages," 
in Joshua. Finkel Festschrift, 00. Sidney Hoenig and Leon 'stitsk.in (New York, 1974), 
19-28. 

33. See Rashbam's Commentary to Genesis 37:2, and Sarah Kamin, Rashi, 267-72. Rashbam 
twice referred to questions of-exegesis that he received. See hi� commentary to Numbers 

• 11 :35 [note that the question here was in regard to a derash inte}pretation], and 30:2, and 
Touitou, "Shi!3.to ha-parshan,it shel Rashbam,",541 n. 30. °Cf. Ra�hi, Teshuv�t Rashi, ed. 
Israel Elfenbein, 1:1-6, and esp. sect. 10 [= Abraham Geiger; Melo bofnayim, 36] and see 
now Avraham Grossman, "Haggahrit R. Shema<yah ve-nosah Peiriish Rashi <al 
ha-Torah," Tarbi7, 60 (1991): 67-79. Moshe Ahrend, Le ..,Commentaire sur Job de R. 
Yostph Qara, 19, claimed that Kara's c6mmentary to Job was the result of an oral 
presentation while Michael Signer, 

1
'Ex6gese et er,.seignJIIent: Jes· commentaires de 

Joseph b. Simeon Kara." Archives juives 18(1982): 60-68, has argued that Kara's 
exegetical writings reflect his activity'as a teacher of Scripture. Their documentation, 
however, is sketchy. See also Ahrend, "Peirush Rashbarri le->lyyov?" 46-47, and 
Touitou, "<Al l)eqer parshanut ha-Miqni ha-Yehudit-�arfatit," 525°-27. Cf. Jonah Frankel, 
Darko shel Rashi be-feirusho la-Talmud ha-BavlilJerusalem, 1980), 284-96. 

34. The identificatiorl of Bekhor Shor as the Tosafist Joseph of Orleans is beyond question. 
See Urbach, Baca/ei ha-Tosafot, 1:134. 

35. See Ahrend, Le Commentaire'sur Job de R. Yostph Qara, 13-23; Grossman, "Ha-Polmos 
ha-Yehudi/No�ri," 31-32; Urbach in Abraham hen Azriel, <Arugat ha-bosem, 4:13-15; 
and Urbach, Bacafei ha-Tosa/ot, 1:43. 

36. See Abraham Berliner, ed., 'Rashi caz ha-Torah (Frankfurt a.M., 1905), introduction, 10; 
Poznanski, "Mavo," 54-57; Ahrend, Le Commentaire sur lob de R. Yoseph Qara, 2-3; 
Touitou, "Shi!3.to ha-parshanit shel Rashbam," 61, n. 76; 'Morris Berger, ''The Torah 
Commentary of R. Samuel b. Meir'' (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1982), 195-205; 
Moshe Sokolow, ''Ha-peshatot ha-mitl)addeshim -Qeta,Cim l)ada.shim mi-peirush 
ha-Torah la-Rashbam," cAJei sefer 11(1984): 73-80; Japhet and Salters, The Commentary 
of Samuel ben Meir Rashbam on Qoheleth, 14-35. David Rosin, in his introduction to 
Rashbam, Perush ha-Toroh•(Breslau, 1882), 30, noted that Rashbam and Joseph Kara 
refer to each other only on rare occasions in their commentaries. See also Rosin, R. 
Samuel b. Meir als Schrifterkliirer (Breslau, 1880), 72-74; Daniel Drori, ''Shi!3.to 
ha-parshanit shel R. Yosef Qara li-Nevi>im Rishonim" (M.A. thesis, Bar Ilan University, 
1983), 80-81. See also Poznanski, "Mavo," 22-23. 

37. See Rashbam's commentary (ed. D. Rosin) to Genesis 1:1, 37:2, and the preamble to 
Exodus 21. See Elazar Touitou, "Darko she! Rashbam be-feirusho Ia-i)eleq ha-halakhi 
she! ha-Torah;" Millet 2(1985): 275-88. 

38. See R. Joseph Kara's commentary to 1 Sm 1:20. Kara noted that while those who follow 
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rabbinic interpretation will reject his exegesis, the maskilim; who are faithful to the text, 
will accept it. On maskilim as those .who-study and interpret Scripture in its own light, see 
the critique of R

;--..
Abraham Ibn Ezra, below, n. 54. Rashbam, in the sources cited in the 

above note, also referred to� those who prefer peshaf interpetation as maskilim. Cf. 
Touitou, "Shitato ha-parshanit shel Rashbam," 66, n. 122. 

39. See Poznanski, "Mavo," 55-75; Yehoshafat Nevo, "YalJasam shel parshanei ha-Torah 
Ba<alei ha-T9safot le-R. Yosef Bekhor Shor," Sinai 92(1983): 97-108; and J. M. Orllan, 
"Sefer Ha-Gan -Text and.Analysis" (Ph.D. diss.,_Yeshiva University, 1973), 54-61. 

40. Compared to Rashbam, Bekhor Shor has fewpr comments that disagree with halakhic 
interpretations of the Sages; see Y. Nevo, "R. Yosef Bekhor Shor parshan ha-peshat," 
Sinai 95(1984): 271-77, and Urbach, Ba<a/ei ha-Tosafot, 1:134-36. 

41. See Avraham Grossman, "Ha-Polmos ha -Yehudi/No�eri," 57-60; E. Touitou, "Shitato 
ha-parshanit shel Rashbam," A8-74; idein, ''<Al Qeqei- parshanut ha-Miqra 
ha-Yehudit-�·arfatit," · 524-26. Cf. Yitzhak Baer, "Rashi ve-ha-me�i>ut ha-historit shel 
zemanno," in Sefer Rashi, ed. Y. L. Malmon (Jerusalem, 1956), 489-502; Judah 
Rosenthal, "Ha-Polmos ha->anti-No�rl be-Rashi ca} ha -Tanakh," in his Mel;rqarim 
u-meqorot, 2 vols. (Jerusalem, 1967), 1:101-16; E .. I. J. Rosenthal, "Anti-Christian 
Polemic in Medieval Bible Commentaries," Journal of Jewish Studies 11(1960): 115-35; 
Ephraim Kanarfogel, •�rtnitarian and M9ltiplicity Polemics in the . Biblical 
Commentaries of Rashi, Rashbam and Bekhor,Shor," Gesher 7(1979): 15-37; Sarah 
Kamin, "Peirush Rashi cat,Shir ha-Shirim ve-ha- v ikkual) ha -Yehudi-NQ�eri," Shenaton 
la-Miqra u-le-�eqer ha-Mizra�:ha-Qadum, 7-8(1983-84): 244-48; Morris Berger, 'The 
Torah Commenµry ofR. Slll]lyel b. Meir," 3,!l-29. 

42, See Haym Soloveitchik, "Pawnbroking: A Study of Rlbbit and of the Halakhah in Exile," 
•Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research 38-39(1972): 242, n. 63; 
David Berger, "Mission to the Jews and Jewish-Christian Contacts in the Polemical 
Literature of the High Micldle Ages,': American Historical Review 91(1986): 589, n. 66; 
Urbach, Baca/ei ha-Tosafot, index, s.v. ''vikkual;i 'im No�erim." The production of 
polemical literature in this period was the province of the pashfanim··and specialists such 
as the members of the Official.family. S� Joseph ben Nathan Official, Sefer Yosef 
ha-meqanne, ed. Judah Rosenthal (Jerusalem, 1970).-introduction, 21-28. 

43. Cf. E. Touitou, "Darko she! Rashbam be-feirusho la-�eleq ha-halakhi she! ha-Torah" 
(above, n. 37); Sarah Kantin, "Ha-Polmos neged ha->allegoryah be-feirusho she! R, 
Yosef Bekhor- Shor," Mel;iqerei Yerushalayim be-Ma(lashevet Yisra'el 3(1983/84): 
367-92; Urbach, Ba<alei ha-Tosafot, 1:226, 2:745; Martin Lockshin, ed. and trans., R. 
Samuel b.•Meir!s Commentary on Genesis (Lewiston, N.Y., 1989), 13-20. [A form of the 
word pittaronlliftor is used to introduce peshaf interpretations (especially by R. Joseph 
Kara) as well as polemical interpretations (see, e.g., Sefer Yosef ha-meqanne, passim). 
The origin of the meani�g and precise use of these terms requires further study.] On 
possible contacts between Tosafists and mas�rs of cathedral schools, see· my Jewish 
Education and.Society in the High Middle Ages, 69-73. On other external influences that 
led to the development of peshaJ exegesis in ·northern France, and may in fact have 
outweighed the role of pol�ntjcs, see, e.g., W. C. Jordan, The French Mon�archy and the 
.Tews (Philadelphia, 1989), 14,16, '!Dd ,\vral\am Grossman, "Bein Sefarad le-�arefa�" in 
Galut >abar Go/ah (Mel;rqarj_m be-toledQt,Yisra1eJ .... muggash_im le-Prof 8ayyim Beinarf), 
ed. Aaron Mirsky, A vraham Grossman, Yosef Kaplan (Jerusalem, 1988), 87-8�. 

44. Urbach, Ba<a/ei ha-Tosqfqt,, 1:.146, 119, 263,33;!-34, 460; 2:�85. See also Norman Golb, 
Toledot ha-Yehudim ha-Ci,: -Ru'an bi-yemei ha-beinayim (Tel Aviv, 1976), 116-18, 
190-92. 

45. Urbach, Bacatei ha.-Tosafot, 1: 173. 
46. Ibid., 195. See also the comment of. R. Barukh, ibid., 361, and Abtaham b. Azrtel, 
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cArugat ha-bosem, 1:167, n. 1. Cf. B�uer, '"Mfncu beneikhem,"' 251. The passage in 
the 'article of H. H. Ben-Sasson, to Which Breuer referred (n. 43) as proof that many 
Ashkenazic scholars were masters of the biblical text , and actively involved in its 
interpretation, concerned the Gennat".I Pietists who were not representative-. See below. 

47. Urbach, Ba<a/ei ha-Tosafot, 1:40, 44, 59, 110. 
48. See Urbach, 1:146, 151, 263, 270, 460,'and A. Grossman, "PeirusH ha -Piyyuµm le-R. 

:>Aharon be-R. };layyim ha-Kohen," in Be->oral_i madda<-: me(,qarim. •• muggashim 
/e->Aharorl Mirsqi [Mirsky/, ed. Zvi Malachi (Lod, 1986); 451-68. On R.•Joseph Kara's 
piyyu{'commen'taries, see Urbach, in <.Arugat ha-bosem. 4:3-23; and A. Grossman, 
'IPolmos· anfi-No�rl be-feirushav shel R. Yosef Qara l a -Miqra ve-la-Piyyut:' 
Proceedings of the Ninth World Congress of-Jewish Studies, Jeru"salerri, Aug. 4-12, 1985: -
Division B: History of the Jewish People (From the Second Temple until the Middle 
Ages), vol. 1 (Jerusalem, 1986), 75.:77. Commentaries,to piyyuf were also authored by 
twelfth-century Gennan scholars who were ditectly linked with the pre-Crusade period, 
and by the Gennan Pietists who were attempting to rekindle,interest in piyyuf. See 
Urbach, in Abraham hen Azriel, <Arugat ha-bosem, vol. 4, chaps. 2, 3. 

49. ,,Urbach, Ba<alei ha-Tosafot, 1:387. Urbach doubts whether . .ln fact this is Rabiah's 
commentary. See Victor Aptowitzer, Mavo le-'Sejer Ravyah (Jerusalem, 1938), 184'-85. 

50. Urbach, Ba<alei ha-Tosafot, 1 :465:78; Jacob Katz,•Exclusivtness and Tolerance (New 
York: 1961), 102-05:Cf. Jacob Elbaum, "Shalosh der'ashot )Ashkenaziyyot mi-keiav yad 
Belt ha-sefarim," Qiryat sejer 48(1972-73): ·340-47,' anaMS'.,Bodleian Library (Oxford) 
Laufl. 115 (Uri 126) CN:eubauer 340), fols. 143-61. Tiie Derashot of R. l:layyim >Or 
Zarua< (cited, e.g., by Jacob Mdellin, Teshuvot Maharil,· Minhagei Maharil, and Israel 
ben Fethahiah Isserlein, 'Terumat ha-deshen) were halakhic, with homiletical 
introductions. See N. Goldstein, .. R. Hayyim Eliezer b. Isaac :>Qr Zarua<- his Life and 
Works" (D.H.I.. diss., Yeshiva University, 1959), 36-37; I. S. Lange, ed., Derashot R. 
f{ayyim :>Qr 7-arua<(Jerusalem, 1975); and Tosafot Jw.!.shale'm, ed. Jacob Gellis, vol. 5 
(Va-ye�!) (Jerusalem, 1986), 105,-198, 227. The commentary 9n most of the books in 
Nevi:>_im and Ketuvitn attributed to the Italian Tosafist R: Isaiah di Trani was probably the 
work' of his grandson, R. Isaiah the Younger. This com'.mentary makes use of the 
commentaries of Rashi, Ibn Ezra and Radaq and contains Italian glosses. In any event, R. 
Isaiah the Elder' s provenance and background make him an exception within the Tosafist 
orbit. See Israel Ta-Sberna in Encyclopedia Judaica, s.v. "Isaiah ben Elijah di Trani," 
(vol. 9, cols. 73-74); E. Z. Melammed, ''Le-feirush Nakh she! R. Yesha<yah mi-'frani," 
in Mel:zqarim ba-Miqra u-va-Mir.rafi ha-Qadmon mµggashim li-Shemu:>el :>A. Li-venshfam 
[Loewenstamm] bi-melot lo shiv<im shanah, ed. Yitschak Avishur and Joshua Blau 
(Jerusalem, 1978), 279-301; S. Z. Leiman, ">A!)aronei ha-parshanim bi-Sefarad 
u-Provans u-farshanei :>Jta,lyah," :>£n,iqlopedyah Miqra?it, 8:708 [repr. (above, n. 6), 
91-92]; and Urbach, Ba<a/ei ha-Tosafot. I :413, 435. 

51. Profiat Duran, Ma<aseh :>efod (Vienna, 1865), 41. See also his introduction, 13-14, and 
Dov Rappel, "Haqdamat Sefer 'Ma<aseh :>efod' li-Profiat Duran," Sinai 100 [Sefer 
Yove/] (1987): 755-56. 

52. Talmage, "Keep Your Sons from Scripture," 86-87, held that Duran's critique concerning 
the absence of biblical studies in Ashkeruiz was restricted to the fourteenth century. It 
appears from Duran's formulation, however, that the downward spiral began more 
immediately after Rashi. · ' 

53. See Haym Soloveitchik, ''Three Themes," 339-54, and Israel Ta-Sberna, "Mi�vat Talmud 
Torah ki-ve<ayah �evratit-datlt be-'Sefer l:lasidim,"' Bar /Ian 14-15(1977): 98-113. Cf. 
Ivan Marcus, Piety and Society (Leiden, 1981), 102-06. Marcus views the Pietist critique 
differently. 

54. MS. Biblioth�que Nationale (Paris) heb. 772, fol. 21r, cited by E. E. Urbach in his 
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introduction to CArugat ha-bosem, 4: 1 1 1 .  In this passage, R. Eleazar of Worms used the 
term miqra to refer to biblical books other than the Pentateuch. On the use of the term 
miqra in this manner, see Sifrei, ed. Louis Finkelstein (Berlin, 1940), Ha>azinu, section 
317 (p. 359, line 14): " ... zo Tornh, .. zeh Miqra ... zo Mishnah .... " See also the elegy "Mi 
yitten roshi mayim," of R Qalonymous b. Judah ha-Ba\mr, a Qalonymide ancestor of 
Eleazar of Wonns in Habermann, Gezeirot 'Ashkenaz. ve-Sarefat, 67. R. Qalonymus 
mourned the loss of the great Genruut scholars during the First Crusade who were 
thoroughly versed in ''Torah, Miqra, Mishnah, 'aggadah." Eleazar also used miqra in this 
way in his introduction to Se/er Roqeab,• 14: "H one cannot study Talmud, he should 
study midrashim, or miqra or t,.umash .... " The absence of the study of these sections of 
Sciripture was particularly acute in Ashlrenaz,,as we have noted. Cf. Epstein, "L'auteur 
du cornmentaire des Chroniques," 189-99. Talmage, "Keep Your Sons from Scripture," 
86, has noted the striking similarities, in both style and content, between R. Eleazar's 
remarks and a passage in Abraham Ibo Ezra's Yesod mora, and has cogently suggested 
that the Ibn Ezra text was a sdUrce for Eleazar's formulation. On the relationship of the 
German Pietists to Ibn Ezra, and their use specifically of Yesod mora, see Dan, Torat 
ha-Sod shel fla.sidut ::iAshkenaz, 29-30, 51. Indeed, Since Yesod mora was written in 
London in 1 158, Talmage felt that it too may have been referring to Ashkenazic scholars. 
Cf. Uriel Simon, "R. ::iAvraham ::iJbn <Ezra - bein ha-mefaresh le-qor::iav," in 
Proceedfngs of the Ninth ,World Congtess of Jewish Studies: Panel Sessions, Bible 
Studies and Ancient Near East (Jerusalem, 1985), 40-42. 

55. See Epstein, "L'auteur," 198-99, n. 2, and Joseph Dan, "'Sefer ha -bokhmah' Ie-R. 
)El<azar mi-Vorms u-mashma<uto le-toledot toratah ve-sifrutah shel ijasidut 
>Ashkenaz," Zion29(1964): 170-71 .  

56. The German Pietists sought to rehabilitate or preserve virtually all the disciplines that 
comprised the pre-Crusade curriculum. See Soloveitchik, "Three Themes," 345-46. 

57. See, e.g., Soloveitchik, •� Themes," 312-20. Sefer fla.sidim makes extensive use of 
the entire biblical corpus .• One section of the Parma manuscript (ed. Jehuda Wistinetzki 
and Jakob Freimann [Frankfurt a. M., 1924; henceforth Sf/PD (paragraphs 1792-1874) 
entitled Sefer ha-flasidim be-MiShleiShelomoh is devoted to pietistic interpretation of 
verses in the Book of Proverbs. Cf. SIJP 666. R. Eleazar of Worms commented 
extensively on all of the megillot and ort-the haft.arot. See his Qiryat sefer (Lemberg, 
1905), and the next note. 

58. For the biblical commentaries of the German Pietists, and the Tosafist biblical 
commentaries in which German Pietists were cited, see the following entnes in the 
introduction of Jacob Gellis to his edition of Tosafist commentaries, Tosafot ha-shalem, 
vol. 1 (Jerusalem, 1982)': Dacat� Ze'le'nim (p. 12); Perush ha-Torah le-R. Yehudah 
he-l:fasid (16) {a"dd R. Yehudah's '[acamei masoret ha-Miqra, ed. I. S. Lange (Jerusalem, 
1985); cf1 R. Meir of<Rothenburg's '[a<amei masoret ha-Miqra (13); and Perush Ba<al 
ha-'furim <al ha-Torah (16); and�Bodleian Library {henceforth BL] (Oxford) Opp.31 
(01.260) (Neubauer 271/5, 6) (22)]; Perush ha-Roqea� <al ha-Torah (18); and R. Ellezer 
[sic!} mi-Germaizah (20) [add. the so-called .c0mmentary of R. Eleazar RoqeaQ to the 
Pentateuch and the Megillot published in thrte Volumes by S. Konyevsky (Benei Beraq, 
1979-81). The author- utilizes the methodology Of the Pietists but is not R. Eleazar; see 
Joseph Dan in Qiryat sefer 59(1984); 644]; Pesha/im uferushim (19); BL (Oxford) 
Opp.31 (01. 260) (Neubauer 271/22); Opp.202 (01.263) (Neubauer 945); Opp:225 
(01.285) (Neubauer 970/4-6); Opp.506 (01.1017) (Neubauer 1812/6) (22-24); Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana ebr. 45/1 (26); Jewish Natipnal, and University Library (Jerusalem) 
Heb. 8° 5138 (27); British Library (London\ Or.1085511 (Gaster 748) (29); Bibliotheek 
Rijksuniversiteit (Leiden) Cod. Or. 4765 (Warn. 27) (29); Russian State Library 
(Moscow) Gtinzburg 82/1, 322/22 (29-30); JTSA 793, 899/1, 1062, 1065/3 (32-33); 
Bibliotheque Nati0nale et Universitaire (Strasbourg) 44/3 (38). See also the texts 
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published by Joseph Dan , .. Sefer Mal=>akhim' le-R. Yehudah he-l:lasid," Dacat 2(1978): 
99-120; Mosheh Hershler, ''Midrash Shemoneh cEsreh le-Rabeinu >Eleazar 
mi-Vormaiza ba<al ha-Roqeal)," Sinai .74(1974): 193-200; and Manfred Lehmann, 
"Peirush <al P. Bo mi-Rabbeinu >Efrayim ben Rabbeinu Shimshon ve-R. >EI<azar 
mi-Germaiza," Sinai 71(1972): 1-20 and his edition of the commentary of�Eteazar to 
Esther publiShed under the title Shacarei binah (New Yori(, 1980). On the methodology 
of the biblical interpretations of the German Pietists, see Epstein, "L'auteur du 
commentaire des Chroniques," l93-94; Gershon,Biin, "Qavvim le-feirush ha-Torah shel 
R. Yehudah he-l:{asid," in Mefiqarim be-sifrut ha-Talmud, bi-leshon ijazal 
u-ve-farshanut ha -Miqra, ed. M. A. Friedman, Avraham Tai, Gershon Brin (Tel-Aviv, 
1983), 215-220; Dan, (above: n. 55), 177-81; and Ivan Marcus, "Exegesis for the Few 
and for the Marty: Judah he-I:Iasid's Biblical Commentaries,'! Jerusalem Studies in 
Jewish Thought 8(1989), 1 *-24*. See also the anonymous work recamim shel flumash, 
originally attributed by Israel Levi to R. Leontin, the teacher of R. Gershom, and 
published in Revue des etudesjuives 49(1904): 234-38. (Levi, in REJ 53 [1907]: 153-54, 
accepted the claim of Abraham 'Epstein, "Leontin und andere Namen in dem Tacamim 
shel Humash," Monatsschriftfiir Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums 49[1905]: 
557-70, that this was a twelfth.century text.) On its affinity to·the work of the German 
Pietists, see Epstein, "L'auteur du commentaire des Chroniques," 196-97. Study of 
mid rash was also extremely important to the German Pietists. See nan, To rat ha-sOd she/ 
([asidut >Ashk.enaz, 10-12, 20-22, cArugat ha-bosem, ·4:155-76; and Soloveitchik, ''Three 
Themes," 322-23. 

59. Sl;IP 748, 824-825, 796, 765, 745, 751; Sefer Roqeal;, above, n. 54, and Ta-Sberna, 
"Miivat Talmud Torah," 99-101. 

60. S([P 820. The importance of studying texts in a manner which will inculcate fear of 
heaven extends to older students as well. See S([P 752. On the concern shown by Sefer 
([asidim for the educational development of the average child, see Ta-Sberna, "Mi�vat 
Talmud T0rah," 107-111 ,  and my Jewish Education and Society, 40-41. 

61. Despite the.fact that R. Eleazar of Worms was among the mat_1y signators, it is unlikely 
that the Taqqanot Shum (above, n. 11), which attest to the one-sided curriculum of study 
in Ashkenaz, were promulgated directly in response to the critique of the German 
Pietists. The claim of R. l;layyim b. Bezalel in his cE� ha-bayyim (cited by Assaf, 
Meqorot le-toledot ha-binnukh be-Yisra>el, 1:43-44), that his sainted predecessors, in 
particular the "l;iasidei >Ashkenaz," were forced Jo teach their children Talmud 
exclusively (due to temporal pressures which rendered the teaching of other disciplines 
impossible for all but a handful of "yebidei segulah") was•-made in the course of a 
diatribe against those in his own day who did not study Hebrew grammar and syntax. He 
made no such charge regarding biblical studies. Cf. Talmage, "Keep Your Sons from 
Scripture," 87. It should also be noted that'contemporaries of- R. l;layyim used the term 
ijasidei > Ashk.enaz to refer to their pious Ashkenazic ancestors from the High Middle 
Ages generally, and not specifically to the German Pietlsts: See H. H. Ben-Sasson, Hagut 
ve-hanhagah (Jerusalem, 1959), 12, 15, 59. R. ijayyim himself later repeated that 
grammatical studies had been neglected, especially in, ''medinat >Ashkenaz." See now 
Ilan Eldar, "Sifrut ha-diqduq shel Yahadut >Ashkenaz bimei ha:-beinayim,'' Masorot 5-6 
(1991): 1-32. 
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